Abstract: Wireless sensor networks, as an emerging paradigm of networking and computing, have applications in diverse fields such as medicine, military, environmental control, climate forecasting, surveillance, etc. For successfully tackling the node localization problem, as one of the most significant challenges in this domain, many algorithms and metaheuristics have been proposed. By analyzing available modern literature sources, it can be seen that the swarm intelligence metaheuristics have obtained significant results in this domain. Research that is presented in this paper is aimed towards achieving further improvements in solving the wireless sensor networks localization problem by employing swarm intelligence. To accomplish this goal, we have improved basic versions of the tree growth algorithm and the elephant herding optimization swarm intelligence metaheuristics and applied them to solve the wireless sensor networks localization problem. In order to determine whether the improvements are accomplished, we have conducted empirical experiments on different sizes of sensor networks ranging from 25 to 150 target nodes, for which distance measurements are corrupted by Gaussian noise. Comparative analysis with other state-of-the-art swarm intelligence algorithms that have been already tested on the same problem instance, the butterfly optimization algorithm, the particle swarm optimization algorithm, and the firefly algorithm, is conducted. Simulation results indicate that our proposed algorithms can obtain more consistent and accurate locations of the unknown target nodes in wireless sensor networks topology than other approaches that have been proposed in the literature.
Introduction
As an emerging paradigm of networking and computing, wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been relevant and applicable in diverse fields such as medicine, military, environmental control, climate forecasting, surveillance, etc. Consistent development and advances in networks have significantly extended and enabled broad application of WSNs. Recently, WSNs have been integrated with other concepts, like with the concept of the internet of things (IoT) [1] .
A WSN is a network infrastructure that consists out of vast number of minuscule, diminutive, inexpensive autonomous devices denoted as sensor nodes, which monitor and detect the environment in order to compile data [2] . The data which is collected from the environment is afterwards sent to the sink node, a destination where data can be processed locally or redirected to other networks for different when implemented, metaheuristics methods can achieve a suboptimal acceptable solution within a suitable time-frame.
As a subgroup of metaheuristics algorithms, swarm intelligence approaches simulate groups of wide variety of organisms from the nature, such are flock of birds, hives of bees, colonies of ants, groups of bats, herds of elephants, etc., by following natural principles. These natural principles are based on group intellectual communication not on individual, because the measure of the intellectual resourcefulness is seen through group unification, not as an individual entity. Swarm intelligence metaheuristic algorithms are population-based and iterative search methods that utilize positive feedback, negative feedback, multiple interactions, and fluctuation among individuals in the search process [17] .
By analyzing available sources from the literature, it can be seen that the swarm algorithms are able to obtain promising results in the domain of WSNs node localization [15, 16, 18] . The research that is presented in this paper is aimed towards achieving further improvements in solving the WSNs localization problem by applying swarm intelligence algorithms. This also represents the basic focus of this paper.
To achieve further improvements in unknown sensor nodes localization in WSNs topology, in terms of localization accuracy and precision, we have improved existing versions (implementations) of the tree growth algorithm (TGA) and the elephant herding optimization (EHO) swarm intelligence metaheuristics (EHO and TGA metaheuristics were devised by Wang and Cheraghalipour, respectively, and as such they existed prior to our version of these approaches). We have applied proposed improved swarm algorithms in solving the node localization problem in WSNs and enhanced results that have been previously obtained by other swarm intelligence approaches that have been tested on the same localization problem instance. When tackling node localization, we have included a multi-stage localization approach, which indicates that all unknown sensor devices are localized in multiple stages of the algorithm's execution.
According to the literature survey, there are no previous implementations of any TGA based algorithm for the node localization problem in WSNs, while the original EHO has been previously adapted for tackling similar (not the same) problem instances [4, 19] .
The scientific contribution of this paper is twofold: improvements in solving the WSNs localization problem are established and the original versions of the TGA and EHO swarm intelligence metaheuristics are improved.
According to the above statements, the basic research question that is addressed in this paper can be formulated as follows: "Is it possible to achieve further improvements in solving the WSNs localization problem by applying swarm intelligence metaheuristics?".
The details of all algorithm's implementations, as well as the details of the control parameters' adjustments and experimental conditions, are fully provided in this paper, so the researcher who wants to implement proposed approaches and to run simulations has more than enough information to do this on her/his own.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we have secluded a review of swarm intelligence metaheuristics and its applications in the domain of WSNs. Section 3 presents mathematical formulation of the node localization problem in WSNs that was utilized in the research conducted for the purpose of this paper. Section 4 presents the original TGA version, and our improved version adjusted for the node localization problem. In Section 5, we have presented details of the original and hybridized EHO algorithms for node localization. Conducted empirical simulations and obtained results, along with full details of the experimental setup, are shown and depicted in Section 6, which is followed by the final Section 7, which concludes this paper, and provides remarks and references for future research and work.
Review of Swarm Intelligence Metaheuristics for Wireless Sensor Networks
In this section we present literature review of swarm intelligence approaches for node localization in WSNs. Due to its importance on solving NP hard problems, at the beginning of this section we also show brief review of genetic algorithms application for this problem.
Real life problems such as WSNs node localization, transportation problems, portfolio optimization, can be modeled as optimization tasks. Optimization presents one of the most researched domains. Metaheuristic algorithms are widely implemented for practical NP hard problems, as can be seen in the literature.
Metaheuristics inspired by the nature can be in general divided into two groups: evolutionary algorithms (EA) and swarm intelligence. One of the most well-known representatives of EA is genetic algorithm (GA). GA proved to be capable of solving large number of NP hard problems, including problems from the domain of WSNs.
In Ref. [20] , the authors proposed a distributed range-free node localization algorithm for threedimensional WSNs based on the GA. Similarly, in Ref. [21] , by applying the localization algorithm that employs GA, the localization accuracy of unknown nodes in WSNs was improved. Also, recently, a novel range free localization algorithm based on GA and connectivity was proposed [22] .
One of the first swarm intelligence approaches that has been presented in the literature was particle swarm optimization (PSO) [23] . PSO metaheuristics conducts the search process by simulating flocks of birds and fish. This metheuristics has been widely applied to the domain of node localization in WSNs. In Ref. [24] the authors have proposed optimal parameter selection for nine PSO variants and six types of swarm topologies for tackling the WSNs localization problem. Besides those mentioned, there are also many other PSO implementations for node localization problems, for example, in Ref. [25] velocity adaptation based PSO for this problem was proposed, while in Ref. [26] localization accuracy was significantly improved by using a localization algorithm based on the PSO metaheuristics. Besides those mentioned, there are also hybridized PSO implementations for this problem [27] . In the literature survey, there are also variants of the PSO metaheuristics adapted for sink node localization. For example, in Ref. [28] , the authors presented adaptive PSO (APSO) approach for determining the best location for a sink node in WSN topology.
One of the swarm intelligence metaheuristics with most implementations for various NP-hard optimization tasks is artificial bee colony (ABC), which has many applications for both, benchmark [29] , and practical tasks [30, 31] . According to the literature survey, many implementations of the ABC metaheuristics in the domain of WSNs localization can be found [32, 33] . Firefly algorithm (FA) is another well-known swarm algorithms representative, which mimics the lighting properties of fireflies. According to the results presented in the literature, FA has robust metaheuristics for tackling various kinds of NP hard optimization problems in modified [34, 35] and hybridized versions [36] . The FA approach has many applications to node localization of WSNs [15, 37] . For example, in Ref. [38] , the authors proposed implementation of the FA for a concept of projecting virtual anchor nodes for moving target node localization. Obtained results of the FA metaheuristics were compared with the results achieved by biogeography based optimization (BBO), PSO, and h-best PSO.
Monarch butterfly optmization (MBO) is a relatively novel swarm algorithms approach that was proposed in 2015 by Wang and Deb [39] . In this very first paper, the MBO's creators proved that this metaheuristic has huge potential in dealing with NP-hard tasks. The MBO metaheuristics also has its implementations for the localization problem in WSNs, where it obtained promising results. For example, in Ref. [40] , MBO was employed in multi-stage localization approach, by localizing all nodes in multiple stages of algorithm's execution. A similar approach, named butterfly optimization algorithm (BOA), was also adapted for node localization [15] . Moth search (MS) algorithm is another relatively new swarm intelligence metaheuristics that was inspired by the phototaxis and Lévy flights of the moths. This metaheuristics was proposed in 2016 by Wang [41] . MS proved to be state-of-the-art method for tackling global optimization benchmark problems [41] , as well as real world problems like drone placement problem [42] and WSN node localization [43] .
Cuckoo search (CS) algorithm, which was inspired by the obligate brood parasitism of some cuckoo species, was developed in 2009 by Yang and Deb [44] . This swarm intelligence approach proved to be capable of solving variety of NP hard optimization problems [45] . Adaptations of CS for node localization can also be found in the literature survey [16] . In Ref. [18] , an effective CS algorithm for node localization was proposed and an extensive experimental study, which measures the effects of parameters such as node and anchor density and communication range with respect to average localization error and success ratio, is shown. Another prominent representative of swarm intelligence is bat algorithm (BA), which has many successful applications to benchmark [46] and real world problems [47] . The BA approach was also applied to node localization [48] .
In the review section of this paper it is also worth mentioning that the swarm algorithms were also applied to other problems from the WSNs domain. For example, in Ref. [49] , a pigeon-based self-deployment algorithm (PSA) was proposed for underwater WSN with the aim of overcoming limitations of the existing algorithms. In Ref. [50] , a low energy PSO approach was utilized for node location in optical WSN. The authors considered the impact of node position on energy consumption during the communication process over the network. PSO metaheuristics was also used for maximization of a WSN network lifetime [51] . To address routing problems in heterogeneous WSNs environments, a novel PSO based approach was presented in Ref. [52] . Also, in the domain of clustering WSN, many swarm intelligence algorithms were applied. Comprehensive literature review of optimization clustering algorithms for large WSNs can be found in Ref. [53] .
Problem Statement
In this section of the paper we give mathematical formulation of the node localization problem instance that we utilized in the conducted research.
The objective of node localization in WSNs is the assessment of coordinates of the unknown target sensor nodes randomly distributed in the monitoring environment, with the goal to minimize the objective function. The evaluation of target node position is concluded with the range-based distributed localization technique, which is performed in two phases: the ranging phase and the position estimation phase.
For assessing the distance between target nodes and anchor nodes in the first phase, the intensity of the received signal was considered. Due to the fact that the signal is corrupted by Gaussian noise, the precise measurements could not be obtained. In the second phase, positions of target nodes are estimated by using geometric approach, trilateration method. The position estimation phase uses the previous obtained information from the ranging phase. Many different techniques for calculating the positions (coordinates) of target nodes exist, however in this particular problem statement, the trilateration method was utilized. Due to the measurement imprecision in these two phases, swarm intelligence algorithms can be implemented to minimize the localization error.
In a two-dimensional (2D) WSN monitoring environment, M target sensor nodes and N anchor nodes are randomly deployed, with the transmission range R. Measured distance between each target and anchor node are revised with the Gaussian noise variable. For each target node, the distance between anchor nodes in its range is calculated by using equationd i = d i + n i , where n i is an additive Gaussian noise, and d i is the actual distance that is measured by using the Equation (1):
where the position of target node is denoted as (x, y), and the position of the anchor node is represented as (x i , y i ).
The variance of n i , as the noise that affects the measured distance between target and anchor nodes is given in Equation (2):
where P n is the percentage noise in distance measurement d i ± d i ( P n 100 ), and β is a parameter whose value is usually set to 0.1 in practical implementations.
In the trilateration method for estimating the position of the unknown sensor node, the target node is defined as localized if there are minimum three anchor nodes with the known coordinates A (x a , y a ), B (x b , y b ), and C (x c , y c ), within its transmission range R, and with distance d i from the target node n. By utilizing the trigonometric principles of sines and cosines, the position of the target node can be calculated. This minimizes the error between actual distance and the estimated distance. The trilateration method is depicted in Figure 1 . The swarm intelligence metaheuristics which are implemented in this research are executed independently for each localizable target node to obtain its position. The agents are initialized within centroid of the anchor nodes that are located within the range of the localizable target node by using the following expression:
where N presents the total number of anchor nodes within transmission range of target node that is subject to localization. Furthermore, the swarm intelligence algorithms aim to find the coordinates (x, y) of the target sensor node with the goal to minimize the localization error. The objective function f (x, y) of node localization problem is formulated as the mean square distance between the target node and the anchor node. Mathematical formulation of the objective function is given in Equation (4).
where N ≥ 3 (the trilateration principle requires at least three anchor nodes within transmission range R of the localazable target node).
Localization error E L is determined after finding the positions of all target nodes N L . It is calculated as the mean of square of the distance between the estimated node coordinates (X i , Y i ) and the real node coordinates (x i , y i ) which is presented in the Equation (5):
The efficiency of the localization algorithm is measured by the average localization error E L and the number of sensor nodes which have not been localized N NL , where N NL = M − N L . The lower the values of E L and N NL , the better the performance and efficiency of the algorithm.
Original and Dynamic Search Tree Growth Algorithm
As stated in Section 1, the basic focus of the research that is presented in this paper is achieving further improvements in solving the WSNs localization problem by applying swarm algorithms. As the first step in accomplishing this goal, we improved original TGA swarm algorithm.
In our TGA's implementation, the balance between exploration and exploitation is dynamically adjusted during the algorithm's execution. Our proposed approach is named dynamic search TGA (dynsTGA).
In this section, we present both the original (that was devised and implemented before our research) and improved version of the TGA, along with the critical analysis and performance discussion.
The TGA algorithm, created by Armin Cheraghalipour and Mostafa Hajiaghaei-Keshteli in 2017 [54] , was inspired by the competition among the trees for absorbing food resources. TGA has diverse implementations in vast domains such as global optimization benchmark, engineering constrained benchmarks [55] .
At the starting point of the TGA algorithm's execution, the entire population of solutions is separated into three populations (subpopulations), defined as N 1 , N 2 , and N 3 . Each iteration of the algorithm's run is divided into four phases. The first phase indicates that the N 1 better solutions are chosen from the population for conducting the local search procedure. In the second phase N 2 solutions are moved to the distance between the close best solutions under different α angles. N 3 worst solutions are rejected from the population in the third phase and replaced by random generated solution from the suitable domain of the search space. Fourth phase is executed by creating N 4 new randomly distributed solutions. Each solution that is distributed is altered by implementing the mask operator to the best solutions in the population N 1 that represents the collection of the best solutions, respectively.
The TGA algorithm is executed in the following order. First, the initial population of N solutions that are randomly allocated is generated amongst upper and lower paramaters' bounds, with the fitness value that is calculated for each individual. After this, the entire population of N solutions is arranged with respect to the fitness value, where the current best solution T j GB in the j-th iteration is defined. The local search for all the individuals in the subpopulation N 1 is executed by using the Equation (6), where its adapted for each parameter of solution i:
where T j i and T j+1 i present the i-th solution in the subpopulation N 1 in the iteration j (old solution i) and j + 1 (new solution i), respectively, θ represents the reproduction rate parameter, and r ∈ [0, 1] is pseudo-random number.
When the new solution is created, the greedy selection is conducted between the old and the new solution, where all the solutions which values are lower are rejected from the population.
Afterwards all the solution from the N 2 subpopulation are guided towards the two proximate solutions from the N 1 population under divergent α angles. In order to obtain the closest solutions Equation (7) is considered to all solutions' parameters.
When distance d i is calculated, solutions x 1 and x 2 which have the minimal distance from each solution T j N 2 are segregated for creating linear combination by utilizing the Equation (8):
where λ ∈ [0, 1] presents the control parameter. All the solutions T j N 2 from N 2 subpopulation are conveyed in the direction between the two adjacent solutions with different α angles according to Equation (9) .
When it comes to the subpopulation N 3 , the worst populations are discarded from the population. They are replaced with evenly solutions generated from the feasible domain of the search space. Then, the new population is generated N, where it combines N = N 1 + N 2 + N 3 . The relatively new N 4 subpopulation which consists of random solutions created and modified by mask operator in respect to the best solution in subpopulation N 1 . When mask operator is implemented, all the solutions from the N 4 subpopulation are joined with the population N.
The created extended population N + N 4 is defined by the fitness, where the best N solutions are pointed and chosen as the initial population for the next iteration of the TGA algorithm's run. For this process the roulette wheel selection process is employed.
Dynamic Search TGA Metaheuristics
Every swarm intelligence metaheuristics performs the search guided by two basic processes: the exploitation (intensification) and exploration (diversification). The algorithm will obtain satisfying results only if the trade-off between these two process is well adjusted.
If the balance between diversification and intensification is not properly adjusted, the algorithm may fail to obtain satisfying results according to two different scenarios. In the first case, if the balance is set in favor to exploitation, the metaheuristics may converge to the sub-optimal part of the search space in early iterations. As a consequence, the search process may be trapped in the local optimum. This behavior is in the literature known as the premature convergence. In the second scenario, if the exploitation exploration balance is adjusted in favor to exploration, in most cases, the algorithm will find the part of the search region where an optimal or satisfying solutions reside, but will fail to hit those solutions due to the deficiency in exploitation power.
In the basic implementation of the TGA approach, the trade-off between intensification and diversification is adjusted by using two control parameters θ and λ, and the number of solutions in the subpopulation N 3 . Recall from Section 4, the subpopulation N 3 is comprised of the worst solutions that are discarded from the population in each algorithm's iteration.
Both parameters, θ and λ, control the process of exploitation. Parameter θ directs the local search process, while the basic function of the λ parameter is to direct solutions towards better solutions in the population. On the other hand, with the number of solutions in N 3 subpopulation, the process of exploration is adjusted.
In the original TGA implementation, all three parameters are static during the whole course of algorithm's execution.
By performing experimental tests on standard unconstrained benchmarks, we came to the conclusion that the performance in terms of convergence speed and the solution's quality of the original TGA approach can be improved by introducing dynamical adjustments of the values for θ and N 3 control parameters.
In the early iterations of algorithm's execution, the value of the parameter θ should be lower, and the novel solution should not be too close to the current solution (Equation (6)). The basic assumption behind this theory is that in the beginning of execution, the algorithm did not hit the right part of the search space, hence the exploitation should be decreased. In later iterations, the value of the parameter θ should be higher with the assumption that the algorithm has found the part of the search space where an optimum solution resides.
Also, in the beginning of the algorithm's execution, the number of solutions that are removed from the population (subpopulation N 3 ) should be higher, because in this phase more exploration power is needed. Since the change of the N 3 value has direct implications to the values of N 1 , and N 2 , these parameters should be adjusted as well.
Thus, during the course of the algorithm's execution, the value of θ is gradually increased, while the number of solutions in the subpopulation N 3 is gradually decreased.
By conducting experimental simulations, we concluded that value of the λ parameter should be static during the whole course of algorithm's execution (Equation (8)). We came to this conclusion in a "trial and error" manner, by conducting experiments with dynamic λ adjustments. On average, when the λ was dynamically adjusted, the results were worse than in the cases with static λ value.
With the introduction of dynamic behavior of θ and N 3 into basic TGA implementation, we devised improved dynsTGA metaheuristics. The dynsTGA pseudo-code is presented in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 Pseudo code of the dynsTGA metaheuristics
Initialization. Generate random initial population, set the iteration counter t to 1, the value of maximum iteration number (MaxIter), and the initial values of θ and N 3 control parameters while t < MaxGen do Evaluate all solutions in the population and sort them according to their fitness value for all solutions in N 1 do Conduct local search by utilizing Equation (6) Apply greedy selection mechanism to choose between the old and the new solution end for for all solutions in N 2 do Move solutions towards the closest best solutions in N 1 by using Equations (7)- (9) Apply greedy selection mechanism to choose between the old and the new solution end for Remove N 3 worst solutions from the population and replace them with randomly solutions from the search domain Generate N 4 randomly distributed solutions and modify each solution in respect to the best solutions in N 1 by using the mask operator Evaluate all solutions in the population and sort them according to their fitness value Choose N best solutions as initial population for the next iteration Recalculate the values of θ and N 3 along with N 2 and N 1 control parameters end while return The best solution from the population
Original and Hybridized Elephant Herding Optimization Metaheuristics
Similarly, as in the case of the TGA metaheuristics, as the second step to achieve the goal of making further improvements in solving the WSNs localization problem by applying swarm algorithms, we improved original EHO metaheuristics by hybridization.
In this section, we present both the original (that was devised and implemented before our research) and hybridized version of the EHO, along with the critical analysis and performance discussion.
Elephant herding optimization (EHO) algorithm, proposed and created by Wang et al. in 2015 for solving global optimization tasks [56] , was inspired by the social communication and behavior of elephants in herds. EHO has many implementation in different domains, such as node localization in WSNs [4] , standard benchmark problems [57] , static drone placement problem [58] , multilevel image threshold [59] , etc. The general-purpose heuristic search is designed to indicate the social coexistence of the elephants in herds under the leadership of a matriarch, whence fully grown male calves leave the clan to live independently, but still communicate with the rest of the herd.
Because of this independence and structural communication between elephants in the same clan, and outside of the clan, there are two different environments: the first environment where elephants communicate and function under the influence of a matriarch, and the second environment where male calves leave the herd. These environments are defined as updating and separating operators.
In the population, each individual is presented as an integer number vector with the dimension 2N, where N indicates the number of sensor nodes randomly distributed in the monitoring field. Each population is detached into n clans.
Then each solution j in each clan ci in the EHO algorithm is updated by its present position and matriarch ci through an updating operator. Afterwards, the population dissimilarity is enhanced through the separating operator at the next generations of the algorithm's execution.
The population is divided into n clans. The updating operator is defined by changing the position of each solution j in the clan ci by the impact of the matriarch ci which has the best fitness value in generation which can be seen in Equation (10):
where x new,ci,j is the new position of the individual j in the clan ci, and x best,ci is the best solution in the clan ci found at this time, where x ci,j represents the old position of the individual j in the clan ci. Parameter α ∈ [0, 1] is a scale indicator that designates the authority of the matriarch ci on x ci,j , and r ∈ [0, 1] is a random variable with uniform distribution. To update the fittest solution in each clan ci:
where β ∈ [0, 1] presents the factor that impact the x center,ci on the updated individual. As D indicates the total dimension of the search space, following is the calculation of the center of the clan ci, x center,ci,d for d − th dimension problem:
where 1 < x center,ci < d, n c i is the number of elephants in clan ci, and x c i, j, d is the d-th of the elephant individual x c i, j. The separating operator can be modeled as:
where x max and x min are upper and lower bound of the position of the individual, respectively. x worst,ci is the worst individual in clan ci, and rand ∈ [0, 1] is a random number chosen by uniform distribution.
Hybridized Elephant Herding Optimization
By conducting empirical tests on standard unconstrained and constrained benchmarks of the basic EHO metaheuristics, we have noticed some deficiencies in the algorithms' performance.
As already mentioned above, robustness and solution's quality of any swarm intelligence approach depends on the balance between the exploitation and the exploration. In the original EHO approach, the process of intensification is performed by the updating operator, and the new position (solution) depends of the current best solution in the population (see Equations (10)- (12)). The process of diversification is modeled by separating operator (Equation (13)).
According to the performed practical tests on standard unconstrained and constrained benchmarks, we concluded that the basic EHO metaheuristics suffers from inappropriate trade off between exploitation and exploration. Utilization of the separating operator, which performs exploration, is not enough, and this balance is shifted towards exploitation. As a consequence of inadequately established balance, in some runs, the algorithm could not hit region of the search space where an optimal solution resides, and it gets stuck in a suboptimal domain. Such behavior has direct implications to the worse mean values of the objective function that is subject to the optimization process. On the other hand, in some runs, the original EHO is lucky, and manages to find the right part of the search space. Thus, we concluded that the basic EHO has two drawbacks: the lack of exploration power and inadequate balance between exploration and exploitation.
To overcome these deficiencies, we hybridized EHO with the well-known ABC swarm intelligence metaheuristics [60] . We introduced another criteria for discarding solutions from the population-the number of cycles (iterations) in which a particular solution cannot be improved by the process of exploitation. For this purpose, we adopted a limit parameter from the ABC metaheuristics, similar to Ref. [61] .
For describing solution in the population, in our hybridized approach we used limit as an additional attribute. In each iteration of algorithm's execution, when a solution cannot be improved, the value of its limit parameter is incremented by one. When a value of the limit for a particular solution reaches a threshold (th) value, the solution is discarded from the population and replaced with the pseudo-random solution. The replacing solution is generated by using Equation (13) .
By incorporating the limit parameter from the ABC approach, hybridized EHO obtains better intensification-diversification balance by increasing the intensity of exploration.
At the beginning of algorithm's execution, since for modeling exploration two mechanisms are used, the trade off of exploitation-exploration is slightly more shifted towards exploration. The basic assumption is that at these early iterations, the algorithm still did not find the right part of the search space, and more exploration is needed. However, in later iterations, with the preposition that the algorithm has converged to an optimal region, more intensive exploitation is needed and the balance should be shifted towards exploitation. In order to accomplish such behavior, the value of the limit parameter in early iterations (cycles) is is lower, and then as the execution approaches the termination condition (the maximum number of iterations), the value of the limit is gradually increasing. In this way, in later iterations, the solutions are rarely discarded from the population and the balance between exploitation and exploration is shifted towards exploitation.
We named our approach hybridized EHO (HEHO). The pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 Pseudo code of the HEHO algorithm
Initialization. Generate the individuals in population; divide population into n clans; calculate fitness for each individual; set generation counter t = 1, maximum generation MaxGen, and the initial value of the limit parameter while t < MaxGen do Arrange all solutions according to their fitness for all clans ci do for all solution j in the clan ci do Update x ci,j and generate x new,ci,j using Equation (10) Select and obtain better solution between x ci,j and x new,ci,j Update x best,ci and generate x new,ci,j using Equation (11) Select and retain better solution between x best,ci and x new,ci,j end for end for for all clans ci in the population do
Replace the worst solution in clan ci using Equation (13) Replace the solutions that violate limit value by using Equation (13) end for Analyze population and calculate fitness Recalculate the value of the limit parameter end while return the best solution among all clans
Empirical Results and Analysis
The experimental section of this paper is divided into two parts. In the first part, since the WSNs localization problem can be formulated as bound-constrained optimization, we show testing results and analysis of the dynsTGA and HEHO metaheuristics for standard bound-constrained (unconstrained) optimization benchmarks. In the second part we show empirical results for the WSNs localization problem along with comparative analysis with other state-of-the-art metaheuristics, theoretical analysis, and discussion.
Testing Results for Unconstrained Benchmarks
As already mentioned in Sections 4 and 5, we first tested devised approaches dynsTGA and HEHO on standard unconstrained (bound constrained) benchmarks. We wanted to measure improvements in terms of robustness and solutions' quality of our modified versions over basic implementations of the TGA and EHO metaheuristics.
Since the WSN localization problem belongs to the group of NP hard problems, if devised approaches perform better than the original ones in the case of unconstrained benchmarks, the logical assumption is that they will also obtain better results in the case of WSNs localization.
Details of some benchmark functions that were used for validation of our approaches are given in Table 1 . All tests for both algorithms are executed in 30 independent algorithm runs, each starting with different pseudo-random number seed.
TGA and dynsTGA Control Parameter Setup and Testing Results
For evaluating performance of the TGA and dynsTGA we employed similar control parameter settings as in Refs. [54, 55] . The initial population size (N) was set to 100, and the values for N 1 and N 2 were set to 20. The value for N 3 was set to 60 (N 3 = N − (N 1 + N 2 ) . The value of N 4 was set to 40, while the maximum iteration number (MaxIter) was set to 250. The other control parameters were adjusted as follows: λ = 0.5 and θ = 0.2. This yields to the total number of 35,000 function evaluations.
The dynsTGA approach utilized similar values to the control parameters described above, with few modifications. In the first 210 iterations, the values of N 1 , N 2 , and N 3 were static. After, in every of the iterations between 210 (inclusive) and 250 (inclusive), the value of N 3 was decremented by one, and the values of N 1 and N 2 were incremented by 1 in even and odd iterations, respectively. The value for control parameter N 4 was static during the whole course of algorithm's execution. The initial value of the θ parameter was set to 0.2. However, the θ value was adjusted in each iteration according the expression θ j+1 = θ j · 1.002, until the threshold value 1.5 is reached.
Comparative analysis between the original TGA and dynsTGA for unconstrained tests is given in Table 2 . As performance indicators, we used best (best solution obtained in a set of 30 independent algorithm runs), mean (the average of all bests obtained in each of 30 runs), and standard deviation (standard deviation of all bests obtained in each of 30 runs). In Table 2 , the best results obtained for each performance indicator are marked bold.
As can be seen from Table 2 , in the case of most tests for all three indicators, the dynsTGA significantly outperformed the original TGA implementation. 
EHO and HEHO Control Parameter Setup and Testing Results
Both approaches EHO and HEHO were adjusted as follows: the number of clans n was set to 5, and the number of solutions in each clan n ci was set to 10, similarly to Refs. [56, 57] . Each run of algorithms was executed in 700 iterations, yielding a total number of 35,000 objective function evaluations. The values for the scale factors α and β were set to 0.5 and 0.1, respectively.
In the case of the HEHO approach, the initial value of the limit parameter was set to 5. Then, in each even iteration, the limit value was incremented by one. In this way, in early iterations, the solutions that cannot be improved were discarded from the population often and exploration power is higher. However, in later iterations with the increase of the limit parameter value, solutions were discarded from the population with lesser frequency, and the trade-off between exploitation and exploration is shifted in favor of exploitation.
Comparative analysis between the original EHO and the HEHO for standard bound-constrained benchmarks is given in Table 3 . Similarly, as in the case of Table 2 , the best results for each category of performance indicators are marked bold in Table 3 . From Table 3 it can be concluded that in all tests, except for the benchmark F8, the HEHO obtains better performance than the original EHO approach. Also, if we compare results of the dynsTGA and HEHO (Table 2 vs. Table 3) , it can be seen that the dynsTGA performs slightly better in most benchmark cases. Since the WSN localization problem is categorized as NP hard with bound constraints (like presented benchmark functions), in this phase of the research we expected that the dynsTGA will also outperform the HEHO approach when tackling this problem.
Comparative Analysis with Other Metaheuristics
In the final part of testing dynsTGA and HEHO metaheuristics on standard bound-constrained benchmarks, we performed comparative analysis with other state-of-the-art algorithms that have been tested on the same problem instances. We also wanted to perform side-by-side comparison between the dynsTGA and HEHO approaches, so we included results for both proposed approaches into single comparison table.
Comparative analysis was performed with the iterative best performance algorithm (IBPA), largest absolute difference algorithm (LADA), taboo search (TS), and weighted superposition attraction (WSA) metaheuristics. Simulation results for the algorithms that are included in comparative analysis were taken from Refs. [55, 62] .
Comparative analysis is shown in Table 4 . The best results for each performance metrics are marked bold. From the presented comparative analysis it can be concluded that on average the dynsTGA metaheuristics performs better than all other approaches included in comparisons. For example, in the case of the F3 benchmark, the dynsTGA obtained better mean and standard deviation results than all other approaches, while both proposed metaheuristics, dynsTGA and HEHO, managed to accomplish optimal solutions. Also, in the F6 test, the dynsTGA showed the best performance for best, as well as for the mean indicator, while the HEHO obtained the best value for the standard deviation metric.
Moreover, as it has already been pointed out in Section 6.1.2, when performing comparison between the dynsTGA and the HEHO, it can be seen that in most benchmark cases, the dynsTGA performs slightly better, and at this point of conducted research we expected that the dynsTGA will also outperform the HEHO approach when tackling the WSNs localization challenge.
In order to make better insights into the proposed algorithms' performance, convergence speed graphs for F1, F3, F5, and F8 benchmarks for the dynsTGA the HEHO are shown in Figures 2 and 3 , respectively. From the presented figures, it can be clearly seen that the dynsTGA metaheuristics achieves better convergence speed and converges faster to the global optimum. This further means that the dynsTGA has better exploitation (intensification) ability than the HEHO. Also, at some points of execution, the HEHO gets trapped in suboptimal domains of the search space. For example, in simulations with F1, F3, and F5 benchmarks, the dynsTGA obtained its global optimum after 20,000 objective function evaluations, while it took around 25,000 objective function evaluations for the HEHO to achieve its global optimum in the same tests. 
WSN Localization Problem
In this subsection, we first present the setup of experimental environment for the WSN localization problem and the control parameters' adjustments for EHO, HEHO, TGA, and dynsTGA metaheuristics that were employed in the conducted experiments. After we show details of conducted simulations, as well as comparative analysis with other state-of-the-art approaches found in the literature that were tested on the same problem instance under the same experimental conditions.
Experimental Setup and Parameter Adjustments
In this and the subsequent subsection, we have provided exhaustive details of the control parameters' adjustments and experimental conditions, so researchers who wants to implement the proposed approaches and to run simulations have more than enough information to do this on their own.
For the experimental setup of this paper we have constructed a simulation topology which includes a two-dimensional (2D) WSN monitoring environment (deployment area) with a size of 100 U × 100 U, where U represents unit of measurement. Within this monitoring environment, static target sensor nodes and anchor nodes with coordinates (x, y) are randomly deployed between the lower and the upper boundary of the WSN monitoring domain, using pseudo-random number generator.
We conducted experiments with different number of target nodes M and anchors nodes N. We wanted to see how algorithms behave in different test scenarios. In performed all simulations, the number of target nodes varies in the range [25, 150] , while the number of anchor nodes in all simulations is between 8 and 35 (inclusive). In every run of the algorithm, the network topology was generated randomly. Similar experiments were conducted in Ref. [15] .
As explained in Section 3, the range measurement is blurred with the additive Gaussian noisê d i = d i + n i . The parameter σ d , which represents the standard deviation of the measured distance, influences the performance of localization (see Equation (2)). Two essential parameters that affect the localization error E l are density of anchor nodes per U 2 and sensors' transmission range R. The transmission range is set to 30U in all simulations.
Also, in all conducted experiments with all algorithms (TGA, dynsTGA, EHO, and HEHO), the size of population N and the maximum generation number (MaxGen) were set to 30 and 200, respectively. The same parameter adjustments were used in Ref. [15] . In Ref. [15] , swarm intelligence approaches that are used for the purpose of comparative analysis in this paper are presented. By utilizing this set of parameters, a comparative analysis presented in this study is more objective and represents real performance comparison between different swarm algorithms approaches.
The basic TGA and dynsTGA control parameters were adjusted as follows: initial population size (N) was set to 25, the values for N 1 and N 2 were set to 6, while the value for N 3 was adjusted to 13. Also, in every iteration, additional 5 solutions were evaluated (N 4 = 5). This in total yields 30 solutions in the population, like in Ref. [15] . For other control parameters we set the following values: λ = 0.5 and θ = 0.2.
In the case of dynsTGA experiments, the value of N 4 was fixed during the whole course of algorithm's execution. Also, the values for N 1 , N 2 , and N 3 were static in the first 180 iterations. In the final stages of algorithm's execution, the value of N 3 was decremented by one until a threshold value of N 3 = 1 is reached, and the values of N 1 and N 2 were incremented by 1 in even and odd iterations, respectively. Finally, in the latest iterations, parameters N 1 and N 2 reached the value of 12.
At the beginning of the dynsTGA execution, the value of θ was set to 0.2. In every iteration, setting for the θ was adjusted by utilizing expression θ j+1 = θ j · 1.002, until the threshold value 1.5 is reached. Similar was performed in dynsTGA's tests for bound-constrained benchmarks (see Section 6.1.1 ).
The basic EHO and HEHO control parameters were set as follows: the number of clans n was set to 5, and the number of solutions in each clan n ci was set to 6. The values for the scale factors α and β were set to 0.5 and 0.1, respectively.
The adjustments for the limit parameter in the case of HEHO approach were the same as in unconstrained tests (see Section 6.1.2). The initial value of the limit parameter was set to 5. Then, in each even iteration, the limit value was incremented by 1. In this way, in early iterations, the solutions that cannot be improved were discarded from the population often and exploration power is higher. However, in later iterations with the increase of the limit parameter value, solutions were discarded from the population with lesser frequency, and the trade-off between exploitation and exploration is shifted in favor to exploitation.
In all conducted simulations presented in Section 6.2.2 we utilized Intel CoreTM i7-4770K processor @4GHz with 32GB of RAM memory, Windows 10 Professional x64 operating system, and Java Development Kit 11 (JDK 11) and IntelliJ integrated development environment (IDE).
Empirical Results, Comparative Analysis, and Discussion
In the research conducted for the purpose of this paper we performed two sets of experiments in order to measure real performance of our proposed approaches.
In the first set of experiments, we wanted to measure the influence of the noise percentage (P n ) in distance measurement on the localization accuracy. For this purpose we ran original and upgraded/hybridized TGA and EHO metaheuristics with the value of P n set to 2 and 5, respectively. In this case we used 40 target nodes (M = 40), and 8 anchor nodes (N = 8) randomly deployed in the WSN domain.
With each particular value of P n we executed all algorithms in 30 independent runs, and for each run we used different pseudo-random number seed. As performance indicators, we took the following metrics: the mean number of non-localized nodes (N NL ) and the mean localization error (E L ). Values of performance indicators were averaged over 30 runs.
The same parameter setup, as well as the performance indicators were used in Ref. [15] . Experimental results are summarized in Table 5 . Best results from each category (mean N NL , mean E L , computation time) are marked bold. Table 5 . Simulation results for M = 40, N = 8 and the search domain area 100U × 100U with different values for P n averaged in 30 runs-comparative analysis between EHO, HEHO, TGA, and dynsTGA (best results for each performance indicator are marked bold). From the results presented in Table 5 , it can be noticed that the influence of the percentage noise (P n ) on localization accuracy is obvious and significant. When the P n was decreased from 5 to 2, in all test case for all approaches, the localization error decreased, while the number of localized nodes increased (number of non-localized nodes decreased).
From the results presented in Table 5 it can be concluded that the dynsTGA metaheuristics obtains the best results. This was expected since dynsTGA also performed the best in the case of conducted tests on standard bound-constrained benchmarks (refer to Tables 2 and 3 ). The dynsTGA outperformed other approaches in both performance indicators: it managed to localize most target nodes with low localization error.
Basic TGA and HEHO performed similarly. For example, in the case of the test with P n set to 5, the HEHO localized more targets, but TGA obtained lower localization error. Also, in the case of P n = 2 test, the difference between these two approaches is insignificant. Finally, original EHO metaheuristics was significantly worse than all other approaches presented in this paper.
When analyzing computational costs in terms of execution speed, it is obvious that the dynsTGA is the most expensive approach, while the basic TGA implementation proved to be light-weight and executed faster than other metaheuristics. These results are expected since the dynsTGA at the end of each iteration performs dynamical adjustment of the control parameters N 1 ,N 2 , N 3 , and θ.
In Ref. [15] , the same tests were performed (with P n = 2 and P n = 5) under the same experimental conditions and under the same problem instance. In this paper, the authors proposed butterfly optimization algorithm (BOA) and compared it with the particle swarm optimization (PSO) and the firefly algorithm (FA).
We wanted to see how approaches presented in this paper perform related to approaches showed in Ref. [15] , and for this purpose we conducted comparative analysis. A side by side comparison is presented in Tables 5 and 6 .
The comparison could be made only for the mean number of non-localized nodes (N NL ) and the mean localization error (E L ) metrics. Comparative analysis for the computational time indicator could not be performed, since the approaches presented in Ref. [15] were tested on different computational platforms. In the presented table, the best results from each category are marked bold. Table 6 . Simulation results for M = 40, N = 8 and the search domain area 100 U × 100 U with different values for P n averaged in 30 runs-comparative analysis between butterfly optimization algorithm (BOA), firefly algorithm (FA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), EHO, HEHO, TGA, and dynsTGA (results for BOA, FA, and PSO were taken from [15] ) (best results for each performance indicator are marked bold). According to the results presented in Table 6 , a general conclusion is that the dynsTGA proved to be the best approach. In both cases, for P n = 2 and P n = 5 the dynsTGA obtained better results than all other metaheuristics included in comparative analysis. The second best approach is BOA. For example, when P n was set to 5, the dynsTGA managed on average to localize 35.5 targets, while BOA successfully localized 35.3 targets. Also, the dynsTGA obtained lower localization error (0.19 vs. 0.28).
Similar results are obtained in the case of P n = 2 test, where the dynsTGA on average could not localize 4.3 targets, while BOA could not find the position of 4.5 nodes. Also, in this test, the dynsTGA localized targets with a localization error that is almost 24% lower than BOA (0.16 vs. 0.21).
Also, from Table 6 it can be seen that the third best performing algorithm included in comparative analysis are TGA and HEHO. These two approaches share the third place. A more detailed comparison between the TGA and HEHO is given above.
The fourth best performing approach is PSO. In both tests, the PSO proved to be the average performing metaheuristics method for this type of problem. Finally, the last place is shared between the FA and the EHO. It should be also noted that the FA performed slightly better than EHO, but this difference is negligible. For example, in the test with P n set to 2, both algorithms on average managed to localize 33.8 out of 40 targets, where the FA obtained slightly lower localization error (0.69 vs. 0.71).
In the second set of experiments, we utilized different numbers of target nodes (M) and sensor nodes (N). We wanted to perform more detailed analysis of robustness and solutions' quality of proposed approaches. In all tests the value of P n was set to 2, and each experiment is conducted in five independent runs.
Other experimental and metaheuristics control parameters were adjusted as shown in Section 6.2.1.
In Table 7 , we show detailed results for all five runs in all conducted experiments. The annotations used in the results table are the following: number of localized nodes, localization error, and execution time measured in seconds are represented with N L , E L , and T E , respectively.
Since the proposed localization algorithms are stochastic, different results are obtained in different runs and the best results from each category of tests could not be emphasized.
As can be seen from the presented table, the results vary from run to run. For example, in the test with 25 targets and 10 anchor nodes, the EHO meatheuristics managed to localize between 17 and 21 targets, while the dynsTGA localized 23, 24, or 25 nodes with the unknown position. Also, in this test, the localization error in all runs is uniformly better in the case of dynsTGA metaheuristics, than in the case of other approaches. Metaheuristics HEHO and TGA perform similarly, and the performance difference is negligible, like in the test with 40 target and 8 anchor nodes (please refer to Table 5 ).
In the experiment with 125 target and 30 anchor nodes, the EHO localized between 121 and 125 targets, and dynsTGA in almost every run managed to determine positions of unknown nodes. The EHO and TGA localized between 123 and 125 targets. Also, in this test in almost all runs, the dynsTGA obtained the lowest localization error.
Regarding the execution speed, the most expensive approach is dynsTGA, while the algorithm that consumes the least amount of computational resources is TGA. Since the HEHO incorporates limit parameter from the ABC metaheuristics, this approach utilizes slightly more resources that its basic implementation.
Similar conclusions can be drawn from all other tests. Considering both performance indicators (number of localized nodes and localization error), the worst performing metaheuristics is EHO, while the algorithm that obtained the best solution quality is the dynsTGA. Metaheuristics HEHO and TGA generate nearly same results in all test instances.
A visualization of the results in the test with 50 target and 15 anchor nodes, in the case when all presented approaches managed to localize all 50 unknown sensors, is given in Figures 4 and 5 . From the presented figures it can be clearly seen that the dynsTGA obtains the lowest localization error, while the basic EHO approach localized all 50 targets with the least precision and accuracy. As already mentioned above, in Ref. [15] the implementation of BOA for the same problem instance and under the same experimental conditions was presented. Also, in Ref. [15] detailed analysis of results for the five algorithms' runs was given. In Table 8 , we show comparative analysis between our HEHO and dynsTGA implementations and BOA, FA, and PSO showed in Ref. [15] .
By carefully analyzing Table 8 , it can be seen that dynsTGA performs better than all other approaches included in comparative analysis. The second best metaheuristics is BOA, while TGA and HEHO outperform the FA and PSO algorithms. Similar deduction was drawn in tests with varying P n values (please refer to Table 6 ). Table 7 . Detailed results of EHO, HEHO, TGA, and dynsTGA proposed localization (N L = number of localized nodes, E L = localization error, T E = execution time in seconds). Table 8 . Detailed results of BOA, FA, PSO, HEHO, and dynsTGA proposed localization-results for BOA, FA, and PSO were taken from [15] (N L = number of localized nodes, E L = localization error, T E = execution time in seconds). For example, in tests on problem instances with {50 targets, 15 anchors}, {100 targets, 25 anchors}, and {150 targets and 35 anchors} the BOA approach on average obtained localization errors of 0.30, 0.24, and 0.55, respectively. For the same tests, the dynsTGA-based localization localized unknown targets with the localization errors of 0.25, 0.22, and 0.47, which is significantly better than in the case of BOA. At the same time, on average, both algorithms managed to localize the same number of target nodes.
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Contrarily, the HEHO metaheuristics, which outperform the PSO and FA approaches, for the same problem instances, obtained localization error of 0.37, 0.35, and 0.78, respectively. Thus, the HEHO-based localization estimated the locations of unknown targets with lesser accuracy when compared to the dynsTGA approach.
Side-by-side comparisons of convergence speed between the dynsTGA and the HEHO on problem instances with {50 targets, 15 anchors}, {100 targets, 25 anchors}, and {150 targets and 35 anchors} are shown in Figure 6 , Figure 7 , and Figure 8 , respectively. For visualization purposes, the averaged results over 30 independent algorithms' runs are taken. From the presented figures, it can be clearly seen that the dynsTGA obtains much better performance and convergence speed than the HEHO approach. In the case of the problem instance with 150 targets and 35 anchor nodes (Figure 8 ), in early generations the dynsTGA converges slower to the optimum part of the search space. However, in later generations, the converges speed of the dynsTGA is improved due to the dynamical adjustments of N 3 and θ control parameters.
Additional Tests
Finally, we have also performed additional experiments with varying transmission range, number of anchor nodes, and number of generations. We wanted to measure the impact of experimental conditions changes on the obtained results and to better establish performances of the proposed metaheuristics. As in the previously conducted experiments, results are averaged over 30 independent algorithms' runs, each starting with different pseudo-random number seed.
In the experiments with varying transmission range, we executed algorithms several times with different values for anchor nodes' transmission range (from 10 U to 30 U). From the conducted simulations, it is evident that with the increase in the transmission range of the anchor nodes, the number of localized sensors also increases. Visual representation of results for the problem instance with 25 anchor and 100 target nodes is shown in Figure 9 . With the increase of anchor node density, the location estimation accuracy, as well as the number of localized nodes increase. To prove this, we have executed algorithms several times with varying number of anchor nodes (from 3 to 15) on the problem instance with 50 target nodes. Visual representation of the obtained results (percentage of localized nodes vs. number of anchor nodes) is given in Figure 10 . With the goal to measure the performances of the proposed approaches with greater accuracy, we have also performed experimental simulations with varying number of generations on the WSN topology with 50 target and 15 anchor nodes. With the increase in generation number, the number of localized nodes also increases, and the localization error decreases. The dynsTGA-based localization obtained the least localization error compared to other proposed approaches and proved to be the best metaheuristics when tackling this problem. However, as it can be seen from Table 7 , the dynsTGA is the most expensive in terms of execution time and the utilization of computing resources. Visual representation of results (number of generations vs. localization error) is given in Figure 11 . 
Conclusions and Future Work
The research presented in this paper is aimed towards achieving further improvements in solving the WSNs localization problem by employing swarm intelligence algorithms. To accomplish this goal, we have improved the basic versions of the TGA and EHO swarm intelligence metaheuristics and applied them in determining the locations of unknown sensor nodes with greater accuracy and precision than other similar algorithms.
In the basic TGA, with the goal to enhance exploitation-exploration balance, we introduced dynamic behavior and devised dynsTGA metaheuristics. We have also enhanced the original EHO approach by incorporating the limit control parameter from the ABC swarm algorithm, which controls the process of diversification. We named our approach HEHO.
Both proposed algorithms (dynsTGA and HEHO) were first tested on standard unconstrained (bound-constrained) benchmarks with the objective to measure improvements over the original (unmodified) versions.
With the goal to improve the localization accuracy of unknown targets, we have conducted empirical experiments on different sizes of sensor networks ranging from 25 to 150 target nodes, whose distance measurements are corrupted by Gaussian noise. To establish whether we accomplished our objective, we performed comparative analysis with other state-of-the-art swarm intelligence algorithms, the BOA, PSO, and FA, which have been already tested on the same localization problem instance and under the same experimental conditions. As a general conclusion, the dynsTGA metaheuristics showed the best performance, solution quality, and robustness when tackling the node localization problem and improved results of the previously tested algorithms.
All the details, including descriptions of the algorithms' implementations, experimental environment setup, and control parameters' adjustments, are fully provided, so researchers who wants to implement the proposed approaches and to conduct simulations on their own could do so based on the information provided in this paper.
As part of the future research in this domain we will adapt and test the proposed metaheuristics on other problems and challenges from the domain of WSNs as well. Moreover, we will also implement and improve other swarm approaches and adapt them for tackling the same an similar problems that should be addressed in WSNs implementation.
Since many challenges from the WSNs research area belong to the group of NP hard optimization, and due to the fact that the swarm intelligence metaheuristics proved to be robust methods for solving these kinds of problems, this area of research is prosperous and many opportunities for improvements exist. First, we will try to adapt the dynsTGA and the HEHO metaheuristics, which are proposed in this paper, for other WSNs problems, such as energy-based localization, deployment, coverage, and routing. Moreover, we also plan to perform experiments with different kinds of WSNs, like indoor, under water, under ground, and networks with mobile sensor nodes.
On the other hand, in the swarm intelligence research domain, there are also many opportunities for improvements. In general, swarm algorithms may be improved by applying minor and/or major changes/modifications. Minor improvements may be implemented by changing the value or behavior of control parameters, and/or changing some components of the exploitation or exploration search equations. Major improvements are in general performed by applying hybridization with other algorithms or metaheuristics.
In this context, we also plan to conduct research on existing swarm intelligence approaches improvements, and to adapt them to different kinds of WSNs challenges. When WSNs and swarm intelligence are combined, a huge research potential exists and this potential should be exploited and investigated.
